DAN MATTRAVIS—TEACHER

Finches newsletter
Ohhhh we’re half way thereee! 17/03/2017
Hello!

 Dates for your
diary:
 Monday: Swimming
and Attention Autism Art. Julie will
no longer be with
us on Mondays but
we are welcoming
Claire who will be
her cover!
 Tuesday: Shopping
at Tesco. I have
slightly altered the
timetable to ensure
that we have the
bus ready for our
community visits
and that Julie is
available to drive
us.
 Tuesday: Drumming
for some.
 Thursday: Soft
play for some and
focused numeracy/
literacy for those
staying at school!
 Friday: Our community visit and
some time chilling
to some relaxing
music in the sensory room!

Wishing you an
exciting weekend! Dan, Caroline, Jo,
Nick, and Julie

Don’t forget to keep
checking our school
website for lots of
info and links to
useful sites.

September 2015

We are officially half way through
the spring term and have worked
very hard! We are all certainly well
deserving of the Easter break and
of course all of the chocolate that
comes with it!
This week has been pretty action
packed and we have been going
non stop! Swimming took place on
the usual Monday and lots of fantastic swimming was happening.
Monday afternoon was Attention
Autism Art with the focus of clay
and sculptures. The children were
asked to choose a photograph of a
friend in Finches class and then
mold their faces into a clay model.
There was some excellent masterpieces created!
Tuesday saw a trip to the shops to
gather some much needed snack
resources! We collected some biscuits, some fruit winders and some
squash. After our shopping trip, we
went for a well deserved drink and
snack in Tesco café! Tuesday afternoon was spent with Mrs. Williams whilst I was out of class. The
children are responding very well
to her music sessions and are consistently engaged.

Wednesday morning saw some positive
communication during our session as
well as some impressive dance moves!
The children were also able to recount
most parts of our sensory story, which is
fab! Our cookery session involved making lots of delicious cheese straws, which
James was a huge fan of!
We are almost coming towards the end
of our focus on “Heavy” and “Light”
during our maths sessions and Alfie,
Tom, Arran and Amy have really understood the concept very well! They are
equally as excellent with asking and
answering questions!
Friday was our trip to the café as well as
some chill out time in the sensory room!
Have a lovely weekend!
Cheers, Dan

What I have been hearing about …

